How To PROPERLY Compliment A Woman
Do you remember how many times you tried to impresses a woman with your
complimentary words about her and she stared at you with anger? Or she hints
to you that she is not interested. Ya, it happens, when you appear too aggressive
or tasteless, when complimenting woman.
Most of the men think that women the love to hear good comments about their
body structure. They think that generic compliments such as "You look beautiful
tonight, you look gorgeous, your eyes are beautiful" etc. can impress the women
very easily. But it is not so true. Women prefer to be COMPLIMENTED on
actions instead OF on their looks. I don’t say that women HATE enjoying
compliments about their figure but women prefer to be commented on actions
instead on their looks.
The compliments based on her appearance make her feel like an object. Some
tips are given below that could help you to compliment a woman properly:
Made them feel special: Women love to feel special. Find something about her
that this totally unique to her, even if she might consider it a flaw. You should find
out something that would make her feel that she stands out among all others.
Every girl is unique and therefore different. The secret is in finding what makes
each one feel special.
Be honest: Your compliment should sound genuine. If you act genuine around a
woman, she will pick up on that and respect you more for your honesty. Don't
make your compliments sound scripted. Make sure they come from the heart;
women can sense your vibes.
Be creative while complimenting an attractive woman: If you want to compliment
an attractive woman, be very specific. She may not care to hear how beautiful
she is for the thousand of times. Try to get to know her so you can compliment
her intellect or personality. You can compliment her on her wit, intelligence, mind,
dress and actions! Nothing is more flattering than being appreciated for more
than a pretty face.
Don’t try to control the conversation: When you are with the person you desire,
don’t try to control the conversation, let her talk. And always remember; a guy is
better seen than heard, unless she asks you for your opinion. Never space out
and forget what she is talking about!
If she is talking about the subject you have no idea about, you could kick
something hard and say "Ow". It will probably cause her to stop and ask if you
are OK. Then you can start a new conversation.

Compliment her publicly: I am not talking about the public speech. Listing all of
your partner’s positive points and acknowledging those in front of others would
made her feel great and boost her confidence. You can say, “Martha keeps me
laughing, she helps me see the humor even in the worst situations!” “Wendy is a
fantastic cook, I am always so amazed that she has time to cook so well and
manage everything else she has going!”
Notice changes in her: If she got a haircut, say something about it. If you notice
anything else, say something about it. If she did something that she would be
embarrassed about, whisper in her ear what happened.
Mind your words: Compliment her with heartfelt words, at times OTHER than
when you are initiating sex. I’m not saying that a few well-spoken words don’t
make a woman feel more romantic. Just make sure that you are not limiting your
compliments to times when you want sex, otherwise they may be discounted. Try
substituting words like “beautiful”, “pretty”, “gorgeous”, “stunning”, “lovely” or
even “cute” in place of words like “hot”, “sexy”, “fine”, etc.
Words like hot and sexy have a sexual undertone, which can, again, make her,
feel like an object.

